Abstract. One application of Wireless sensor network (WSN) is to be deployed in a strip area, such as coal mines, bridges, tunnels, canyons and so on. Due to the strip network topology, reliability and lifetime analyze are different from the previous research. In this paper, we consider reliability and lifetime problems for deploying WSN with b nodes for strip area. The reliability is maximal if we uniformly distribute nodes in each location of narrow trip area. Next, we analyze the lifetime with different deployment patterns. The simulation shows the reliability analysis and lifetime analysis.
Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been the preferred choice for the design and deployment of next generation monitoring and control systems. It has now become feasible to deploy massive numbers of low-cost sensors to monitor large regions such as some strip areas. The most significant benefit of WSN is that they can obtain the information from harsh environment where human beings cannot reach. Since they are able to work in an unattended mode with limited energy, reliability and lifetime analysis is necessary.
Lecture [1] has developed a path-switching algorithm and analyzed the lifetime of WSNs. To be convenient for the following section, we list important results of [1] . Based on the path-switching algorithm router and topology, there are some assumptions: (1) Sensor network consists of M leaf nodes and N router nodes. Leaf nodes only initiate the transmission of a message to the sink while router nodes only pass along messages they receive from other nodes. (2) Each leaf node reaches the sink in h+1 hops. Let x be the lifetime variable of the link. The link is alive until one of its supernodes die. Then x is:
To compute the probability distribution function (PDF) for random variable x. Assume f1(x) be the PDF for xij. Supernode i contains Ni router nodes, so we can convolve f1(x) with itself Ni times to find the PDF for xi. By defining fn(x) as:
where * denotes convolution. Then, the PDF for xi is simply fNi(x).
The PDF for x can be expressed as:
where Fn(x) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the PDF fn(x). For the lifetime analysis in strip area, Eq(1), (2) and (3) are very useful. Lecture [2] proposes the optimal problem of WSN deployment for structural health monitoring. In [3] , QoS routing protocol for WSNs based on strip of area is proposed. In [4] , cross-layer design and optimization algorithm for strip-based wireless sensor networks is proposed. In [9] , Position-based Cluster routing (PBCR) protocol is discussed, which combines the clustering techniques with the chain routing techniques. In [8] , an enhancement of wireless sensor network lifetime by deploying heterogeneous nodes is proposed. In [10] , authors proposes an approach for improving energy-efficiency and thus increasing network lifetime in wireless sensor network (WSN) using a logical energy tree (LET). In [11] , the proposed algorithm achieves an expected network lifetime within 12% of the theoretical maximum. In [12] , an algorithm for maximizing the lifetime of a wireless sensor network when there is a mobile sink and improve the underlying application's tolerance to some amount of delay in delivering the data to the sink. In [13] , a novel reliability model to prolong the network lifetime and improve robust ability of wireless sensor network illustrates in detail based on certain K-Coverage and K-Connectivity constraints in order to support different QoS requirements with various applications or environments. Based on the above research,, we come up with the question about how to distribute the nodes over several locations when the number of nodes in WSN is fixed and the link is the most reliable.
Many researches try to provide reliability by extending connectivity in the network such as [5] . The scheme is to construct multiple paths between source and destination as in the case of node failures, intermediate nodes fail to forward the incoming messages. There are also multipath proposals for ad hoc networks, such as DSR [6] , packet-salvaging scheme for Dynamic Source Routing DSR, and [7] . In [1] , the dynamic path-switching algorithm gives the better performance with less control overhead. In this paper, we deploy WSN with b nodes for narrow and strip area to maximize the reliability. Next, we compute the lifetime of different deployment patterns. The simulation shows the analysis of reliability and lifetime.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives link reliability analysis based on the path-switching algorithm. Section 3 gives link lifetime analysis. Section 4 provides numerical results of reliability and lifetime from different node deployment patterns. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Deploying problem and reliability analysis
In strip area, we first consider deploy WSN with b nodes to n locations such as Fig.1 . Each location will contain bi (i=1,2,…,n) nodes and total number is b, the problem is how to choose bi to maximize network reliability.
We could find the topology based on path-switching algorithm perfectly match the problem. Each location Ni is corresponding to a supernode described in [1] . And bi is the number of nodes in each supernode. In this way, the ith location can convert into supernode i. Figure 1 . long strip area with n location. Suppose that nodes fail independently with a constant probability p. And the failure probability of nodes in location i is 1 -p bi . Definition2.1: the reliability of a link is:
How many nodes deploy in each location would be an inevitable question. Since there is a great deal of deployment pattern for the deployments of b nodes to all locations, the problem is which deployment pattern is the best. In another word, how to determine b1, b2, …, bn so as to maximum reliability. The optimal problem states mathematically as:
.
Eq.5 has been modeling into an optimization problem, where bi  1 means that there should be at least one node in each location to guarantee the network work normally.
To solve the problem, we use dynamic programming by breaking it apart into a sequence of subproblems. We have several denotes as follows: Stage Sk (k=1, 2, 3 n) illustrate k stage of the procedure of allocating b nodes to k location. State Sk+1 means the amount of nodes that have already been allocated at the end of stage k. Decision xk is the amount of nodes allocated to the kth location. We got transformation equation as Sk+1=Sk+xk and it's obvious that
And we have recursive equation:

s.t
We work forward to find the optimal choice for each xi. We have:
With optimal solution ;
With optimal solution ; Here we assume that at each step the optimal solution will be . We first show that when k=1 the statement is right. And we assume that when 1<k-1<n the statement is right. So we have Then . For the next step:
. Let
Then compute
We can easily get the answer that the extreme point of F is which fits the statement. Since we've already know that xn=b/n, the finally result is x1 = x2 = … = xn = b/n. This indicates when the nodes are uniformly distributed in the several locations, the reliability of the link will reach the maximum.
Lifetime analysis based on the reliability result
The lifetime of WSN in Fig.1 is difficult to explore, for the many deployment pattern exist. To simply the analysis and Without loss of generality, we assume each node variable xij~N(μ, 2 ). PDF for link x is:
From the reliability analysis, we find the uniform deployment pattern shows the best reliability. And we tried to figure out if this pattern makes lifetime the longest. Actually, we encounter multi-objective problem. That is, to optimize reliability and lifetime in the meantime. If we want to prolong lifetime, some parameters of network performance will be ignored. In the case of that, we intend to make the mean of x bigger.
The lifetime with the deployment bi is:
The lifetime analysis is to test b1, b2, …, bn so as to match the resulting reliability. By math deduction, we have
Where .
From Eq.7, we exchange the value of any bi and bj in Ni and Nj, then lifetime L will not change. This is, the lifetime will not change with number exchange of nodes between any two locations.
Numerical integration
We explore various ways for approximating the integral of the function and compute numerical integration. A simpler approach for approximating the value of would be to compute the product of the value of the function at one of the end-points of the interval by the length of the interval. In case, we choose the end-point where the function is evaluated to be x = a, we obtain This approximation is the rectangular method in Fig.2 . Numerical integration formulas also referred to as integration rules or quadrature, and hence we can refer to the equation above as the rectangular rule or the rectangular quadrature. The points x0, x1,...,xn are used in the quadrature formula called quadrature points. (3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3) 6.33 0.990 (2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,4) 5.52 0.982 (2,2,2,3,3,3,3,4,4,4) 4.75 0.966 (2,2,2,2,2,4,4,4,4,4) 4.35 0.951 (1,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,5) 3.0 0.893 Comparing the results above, we get that the uniformly deployed network perform best.
Conclusion
This paper analyzes the deployment of b nodes in n locations to maximize the reliability. In deployment patterns, we further analysis the lifetime and obtain that uniformly distributed pattern performs best under these assumptions. For hypothesis are so strict in the paper, our future research may focus on the performance of other routing protocol for strip area.
